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Transformation has, over the years, published a significant number of
pieces on economic policy in South Africa. Focussing on contributions
specifically on the nature of economic policy,  Transformation published as
far back as the issue 5 (1987), when the first signs of the unravelling of
apartheid were beginning to emerge, Stephen Gelb’s “Making sense of the
crisis”. In issue 7, Morris and Padayachee’s “State reform policy in South
Africa” attempted to make sense of the economic crisis and the potential for
reform.

As political change became a reality, the emphasis shifted to the nature
of the post-apartheid economy, with the Harare Economic Policy Workshop
between the ANC and COSATU laying out the first concrete set of ideas on
the nature and form of the post-apartheid economy. The corresponding draft
was published in issue 12, alongside papers presented at the Harare meeting,
exploring growth (Stephen Gelb), the macroeconomy (Dave Kaplan), industry
(Raphie Kaplinsky), agriculture (Mike de Klerk and Helena Dolny), and a
commentary from Alec Erwin. An earlier edition carried an important
contribution by Rob Davies on the need for economic policy in South Africa
to take a wider southern African perspective. Dave Lewis’s piece, in issue
16, highlighted the need for policy to address the conglomerate structure of
South African capital, and Zavareh Rustomjee’s, “Capital flight in South
Africa”, in issue 15, drew attention to the critical need to consider and
restructure finance in South Africa. Among others, Francie Lund’s
contribution “Welfare under pressure”, published in issue 13, and Rob
Davies and David Sanders contribution “Economic strategies, adjustment
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and health”, in issue 21, emphasised the need for economic policy to be
linked to social policy. Geoff Schreiner’s “Beyond Corporatism”, issue 23,
raised the importance of trade unions in the transition, and the need for the
union movement to consider the high levels of unemployment and economic
marginalisation characteristic of South Africa.

As the transition unfolded and the ANC entered power, so did the
economic policy debate both sharpen and evolve. These were the heady
days of the Reconstruction and Development Programme (RDP). Issue 25
published Ashgar Adelzadeh and Vishnu Padayachee’s “The RDP White
Paper: Reconstruction of a development vision”, one of the first scholarly
contributions suggesting that the ANC had abandoned its historic economic
goals and had adopted, instead, neo-liberal, market-based approaches to
economic policy. In issue 27, Harold Wolpe’s “The Uneven Transition from
Apartheid in South Africa” – his last academic publication – raised the
importance of examining and understanding the politics of implementing
economic and social policy in South Africa.

Given the issues at stake at the time, it is not at all surprising that the
debates were sharp. In Issues 25 and 26, Ben Fine and Nicoli Nattrass
engaged in a robust debate on political possibilities for redistributive
policies and the efficacy of shifts in ANC economic policy thinking. In issue
27, Ben Fine challenged the focus on privatisation on the part of the new
government. In issue 28, Trevor Bell challenged the findings of the Industrial
Strategy Project (ISP) which informed much of the industrial policy thinking
in the ANC government. Dave Kaplan and Dave Lewis, in issue 30, defended
the ISP. Trevor Bell and Imraan Valodia made further contributions on this
debate in issue 31. That issue also published the first assessments of the
government’s Growth, Employment and Redistribution (GEAR) macro-
economic stance, with contributions by Ashgar Azeldadeh and Nicoli
Nattrass. Simon Roberts’ “Monetary Policy within Macroeconomic Policy”,
in issue 32, assessed the stance of the South African Reserve Bank in the
immediate post-apartheid period. Ha-Joon Chang’s “Evaluating Current
Industrial Policy in South Africa”, in issue 36 (1998), challenged the export-
oriented focus of the programme of the Department of Trade and Industry.

Over the next decade or so, debate has been more muted, a reflection
perhaps of limited engagement across what might be called ‘the GEAR
divide’. The last few years has, however, witnessed a renewal of more active
controversy around the economy, both as the failures of the previous
decade have become apparent and as possibilities for change in the ANC’s
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economic policies have emerged. Stephen Gelb’s contribution in issue 62
(2006), reflects on the earlier debates about the RDP and GEAR. Dave Kaplan
and Simon Roberts, respectively in issues 64 and 65, assess industrial policy,
highlighting its weaknesses and the urgent need for reform.

Continuing in this long tradition of debate, in this issue of Transformation,
we publish a sharp set of exchanges between Ben Fine and Ricardo Hausmann
and Matt Andrews. In 2006, led by National Treasury, the South African
government appointed an International Growth Advisory Panel. Chaired by
Ricardo Hausmann, Head of the Centre for International Development at
Harvard University, and made up of number of prominent members of the
Economics Department at Harvard University (its membership also includes
academics from other American, British and South African universities), the
panel has come to be known as the “Harvard Panel”. Its recommendations
were released in May 2008. In this issue, we publish the critique of the Panel’s
recommendations prepared for COSATU by Ben Fine, Professor of Economics
at the School of Oriental and African Studies (SOAS), a defence and
elaboration of the Panel’s ideas and recommendations by Ricardo Hausmann
and Matt Andrews, a South African based at the Kennedy School at Harvard
and a member of the Panel, and finally a rejoinder from Ben Fine.

We decided not to publish the original recommendations of the Harvard
panel because these were already in the public domain, and both Ben Fine,
in his critique, and especially Hausmann and Andrews in their response,
draw extensively on the recommendations. For readers who wish to read the
recommendations, and the papers informing the recommendations, these are
available on the website of the South African National Treasury, http://www.
treasury.gov.za/publications/other/growth/default.aspx and the Centre for
International Development, at Harvard’s Kennedy School of Government,
http://www.cid.harvard.edu/southafrica/

As pointed out by Ben Fine, the concept of ‘self-discovery’, or a
particular conceptualisation of this, informs the recommendations of the
Harvard Panel. The theoretical formulation of this idea is outlined in a paper
by Ricardo Hausmann and Dani Rodrik (as pointed out by Ben Fine, Rodrik
is an influential member of the panel) titled “Economic Development as Self
Discovery”, which is available at http://ksghome.harvard.edu/~drodrik/
selfdisc.pdf . An important methodological approach adopted by the Panel
is that of identifying ‘binding constraints’ – that is, what is keeping the
growth rate of the economy at a low level, and what measures can most
effectively move the economy onto a higher growth path. The framework
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underpinning this approach is outlined by Hausmann and Rodrik (with
Andres Velasco) at http://ksghome.harvard.edu/~drodrik/barcelona-
finalmarch2005.pdf. To use the terminology of Hausmann, Rodrik and
Velasco, they seek the policies that achieve “the biggest bang for the reform
buck”.

Readers of the contributions in Transformation and elsewhere will realise
that the debate now is not unrelated to those earlier over the relationship
between growth and redistribution (what Charles Meth aptly dubbed the
‘war of preposition’ around growth and/with/through redistribution). The
debate has moved on but still reflects different conceptions of the role of the
state vis-à-vis other actors and agents, and different levels of confidence in
the ability of markets to work. Whereas the Harvard Panel is highly critical
of market fundamentalists, its analysis often looks for market failures (ie why
is the market not solving the problem) and for mechanisms to correct these
failures. Fine, on the other hand, is more concerned with relationships of
power in the economy in order to explain its lack of growth and what
solutions are more appropriate and under what circumstances they are
politically feasible. Underlying the debate too, are different positions about
causal relationships in the economy, and these reflect broader and deeper
differences over the nature and causes of development as well as
methodological and theoretical differences. This is well demonstrated in the
different views about the role of savings and investment (and finance) in the
South African economy. As much as the debate has moved on, it is worth
acknowledging how much it remains focused on issues such as the role of
exports, tariff levels, the role of trade unions and wages.

The editors of Transformation are pleased to publish this debate, noting
that its character is different than in the past, not least because of new
participants. We hope that this will encourage further contributions from our
readers.




